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Beyond Budgets
The Real SoluTion To The Global infRaSTRucTuRe Gap
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It’s a well-known fact: a significant 
gulf exists between the need for new or 

improved infrastructure globally and the 
projected delivery of that infrastructure. 
But the critical reasons for the infrastruc-
ture gap—and the means of closing it—are 
less understood. 

Although the lack of available capital is  
often blamed for the problem, the truth is 
more complex. No doubt, the system for  
financing infrastructure around the world 
can be improved. But on the basis of exten-
sive research, The Boston Consulting Group 
has determined that the key to closing the 
gap is not simply to improve the flow of 
capital to projects but also to implement 
changes in the way projects are developed 
and executed. Governments that want to 
generate better returns on their investment 
in infrastructure must examine how proj-
ects are developed from the start and how 
the public sector and private sector can 
work together to execute those projects.

Certainly, some countries are doing better 
than others on these fronts. But our work 

reveals that no nation has mastered the 
process completely. In the end, those coun-
tries that figure out how to invest in and  
effectively manage their infrastructure 
stand to reap significant rewards. 

the Infrastructure Challenge 
The global infrastructure investment short-
fall is staggering. (See Exhibit 1.) By 2030, an 
estimated $60 trillion to $75 trillion in addi-
tional infrastructure capacity will be needed 
globally. But with the balance sheets of 
most governments already stretched to the 
limit, only about $50 trillion in spending is 
likely to materialize, leaving a gap of up to 
$25 trillion. And this is not a problem con-
centrated in a few regions: nearly every 
country in the world is facing the need to 
improve its infrastructure.  

Of course, private capital could potentially 
address that shortfall. But institutional in-
vestors express widespread frustration at 
the lack of opportunities to invest in well- 
designed infrastructure projects that are 
likely to generate solid returns. 
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The repercussions are far reaching, with 
the infrastructure gap threatening to limit 
gains in living standards and undermine 
global growth. It is clear that countries that 
figure out how to drive effective infrastruc-
ture improvements in the face of pressured 
government balance sheets will emerge as 
winners. According to BCG analysis, every 
$10 invested in additional infrastructure 
capacity can produce up to $3 in additional 
annual economic activity.

So, what is the answer? Certainly, increas-
ing the availability of either private or pub-
lic financing will help. (See the sidebar 
“The Capital Solution.”) But our analysis 
finds that the greatest impact will come 
from transforming the efficiency of the en-
tire infrastructure life cycle. (See Exhibit 2.) 

This involves action in four key areas: 

 • Enhance the selection and prioritiza-
tion of projects to focus on the right 
investments.

 • Improve and streamline project prepa-
ration and procurement to set up 
projects for long-term success.

 • Ensure better project execution and 
operations to guarantee efficient 
construction and to maximize the 
utilization and value of assets through-
out their useful life.

 • Cultivate macroeconomic, political, 
regulatory, and business environments 
that are supportive, predictable, and 
transparent when it comes to infrastruc-
ture investment.

Addressing these issues requires a coordi-
nated and comprehensive effort involving 
both the public and private sectors. Such 
an approach will allow better targeting of 
investments as well as the harnessing of 
existing assets to maximum effect. 

enhance the selection and 
Prioritization of Projects
Targeting the right investments is the criti-
cal first step from which everything else 
flows. But these initial decisions are often 
poorly made, a fact that underscores the 
need for a formal structure designed to 
drive the rigorous selection and prioritiza-
tion of projects. 
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Exhibit 1 | A Shortfall in Global Infrastructure Capacity of as Much as $25 Trillion Is Expected 
by 2030
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Obstacles to Rational Project Selection. 
The task of identifying the projects likely to 
deliver the greatest economic returns is 
inherently challenging. It requires, among 
other things, forecasting an uncertain 
future, assigning monetary value to things 
such as shortened travel times or reduced 
vehicle emissions (factors that are difficult 
to quantify in dollar terms), and establish-
ing a process for evaluating an integrated 
program of investments rather than just 
isolated projects. 

Certain factors magnify the difficulty. For 
one thing, forecasting the costs and benefits 
of infrastructure projects has proven prob-
lematic, with benefits typically being over-
stated and costs being understated. This 
gives politically motivated project propo-
nents a convenient excuse for disregarding 
cost-benefit analyses in their investment  
decisions. A 2010 study of Scandinavian 
transport projects, for example, found that 
in 30 percent of projects selected, costs ex-

ceeded benefits. In fact, on average, the 
benefits of the projects selected were only 
marginally better than would have been 
achieved by picking projects at random and 
were only about a third of what might have 
been achieved with the available budget if 
the projects selected were those with the 
greatest long-term benefits. 

This reflects a bigger issue: the existing in-
stitutional structure frequently does not 
encourage or incentivize good decisions. 
That stems from a combination of factors 
including incentives for project proponents 
to overstate project benefits, the lack of 
market repercussions for poor forecasting, 
the limited transparency of the decision- 
making process to the public, and the polit-
ical tendency to favor large, highly visible 
projects over more-efficient investments 
including maintenance spending. 

A System for Rational Planning. An insti- 
tutional solution is required to address 

When it comes to the financing piece of 
the equation, the infrastructure gap is 
less a problem of a capital shortage and 
more an issue of a lack of solid, bank-
able projects. While there is no doubt 
that governments could do more to 
prioritize long-term investment in areas 
such as infrastructure over short-term 
spending, there is also much that can be 
done to boost the flow of private financ-
ing for infrastructure. 

First, steps should be taken to reduce 
unnecessary barriers to the movement 
of capital, including restrictions on 
foreign direct investment, which remains 
well below precrisis levels globally. At the 
same time, close attention should be 
paid to the unintended consequences of 
prudential financial regulation, particu-
larly proposed regulations for institution-
al investors such as the Solvency II 
Directive, which sets rules for how much 
capital European insurance companies 
must hold. Such rules, if improperly 

implemented, could unnecessarily 
restrict the flow of capital to infrastruc-
ture projects.

In addition, in countries where capital 
markets are still evolving, it is crucial to 
encourage that development. This is 
particularly important in nations where 
currency-hedging costs are prohibitively 
high for foreign investors, because of 
either underdeveloped markets or 
heightened exchange-rate volatility. 
Valuable moves here can include 
promoting the development of sectors 
that provide a pool of capital well suited 
to infrastructure investment such as the 
private local insurance and pension 
industries, issuing long-term government 
bonds that can serve as much-needed 
benchmarks for an emerging private-sec-
tor bond market, and enhancing the 
credit quality of infrastructure projects 
through efforts similar to the Europe 
2020 Project Bond Initiative.

ThE CAPITAl SoluTIon
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those challenges. At the heart of this effort 
is the need for a long-term vision for infra- 
structure investment, one that is based on 
solid evidence of costs and benefits and 
that deploys a consistent decision-making 
process. 

Several components are needed to make 
this happen. For one thing, governments 
should undertake a rigorous, transparent, 
and independent review of all proposed in-
vestments. In addition to a cost-benefit 
analysis that helps identify the projects 
with the best projected returns overall, this 
review should include a value-for-money 
analysis of potential projects. This will de-
termine the best approach for delivering 
them; that is, whether the project should be 
a government-run effort, for example, or a 
public-private partnership. And the perfor-
mance of all projects should be tracked to 
measure the true costs and benefits. 

Public-sector leaders should also identify 
any existing assets that would be more effi-
ciently managed under a different owner-
ship structure, whether that is a private en-
terprise or a state-owned entity. In addition, 
governments should establish regulatory ar-

rangements to properly oversee those assets 
under their new structure—with those regu-
lators focused on how the asset in question 
delivers on its broad objectives. And any de-
cisions on whether and how to privatize 
government assets must be based on an 
analysis of the long-term benefit to society 
of making that shift—not simply short-term 
considerations such as boosting the govern-
ment balance sheet.  

Improve and streamline Project 
Preparation and Procurement 
An effective infrastructure strategy often 
calls for a fundamental shift in govern-
ments’ project-preparation and -procure-
ment mind-set. Rather than focus narrowly 
on delivering a specific asset or financial 
outcome, they must aim broadly at meet-
ing the needs of the public. It also means 
embracing new revenue models and better 
collaborating with the private sector.  

Zeroing In on Outcomes. Many govern-
ments have grown more sophisticated in 
their development of infrastructure proj-
ects, focusing on the ultimate objective—
the ability to transport a certain number  
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Exhibit 2 | Action Across the Infrastructure Life Cycle Can Drive Increased Capacity That More 
Than Closes the Gap
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of people annually in the most efficient 
manner, for example—rather than on 
building a new asset to meet certain 
specifications. This new approach allows 
for more creative and cost-effective solu-
tions. Demonstrating clear improvements 
in outcomes can also help to address a 
major challenge for governments: public 
resistance to big infrastructure projects 
and, in particular, to privatization and 
public-private partnerships. 

Deploying New Revenue Models. The 
financial payoff from infrastructure proj-
ects can be enhanced by the development 
of sustainable revenue models based on  
user charges or other new revenue sources. 
For example, Singapore’s Changi Airport 
offers a range of free services, such as 
guided city tours, that are supported by 
pay-per-use services including showers and 
rest zones. As a result, the airport not only 
has developed a valuable ancillary revenue 
stream but also has emerged as a world 
leader in customer quality, with a five-star 
Skytrax rating.

Of course, public buy-in is critical to the 
success of these new revenue models. In 
Stockholm, the city government introduced 
a charge for cars driving during peak traffic 
hours that led to a 20 percent reduction in 
rush-hour traffic. However, more than half 
of the city’s residents were opposed to the 
fee. To address that opposition, the city 
temporarily removed the fee—and rush-
hour congestion spiked. That triggered a 
shift in sentiment, with a full 70 percent of 
the population ultimately supporting the 
congestion charge. 

A New Era of Collaboration. Project prepa-
ration can also be improved by encourag-
ing governments and the private sector to 
work together in more collaborative ways. 
This includes creating a mechanism for 
private-sector players to proactively submit 
infrastructure proposals; currently, govern-
ments request proposals for specific prede- 
termined projects. A proactive submission 
process would require strict controls and 
checks and balances. But with the appro-
priate oversight, it would allow govern-
ments to tap innovative private-sector 

approaches that might otherwise go un- 
considered. And the public sector should 
not have the sole responsibility for selling 
the public on infrastructure investments—
the private sector should help cultivate that 
dialogue to proactively address areas of 
public concern. (See Bridging the Gap: 
Meeting the Infrastructure Challenge with 
Public-Private Partnerships, BCG report, 
February 2013.)

ensure Better Project execution 
and operations
With better project selection and planning 
as a foundation, major gains can be found 
in improving the construction of new proj-
ects and the operation of existing assets. 

A critical step in improving project execu-
tion is to embrace the systematic defect- 
prevention measures and lean processes 
that are typical of large, efficient manufac-
turing operations. This includes dividing 
construction into small subprojects, man- 
aging logistics to ensure efficient material 
and resource flow, and creating a process 
that detects defects early and allows for 
quick corrections.

In addition, data and newer technology can 
help maximize the utilization of assets. 
Take the case of the smart-parking pilot 
project in Los Angeles in 2012. With the in-
stallation of 6,000 high-tech meters, the sys-
tem directs drivers to open parking spots 
through dynamic street signs and mobile- 
phone apps. And pricing for parking varies 
with demand, from 50 cents per hour to $6 
per hour. 

Similarly, technology can be harnessed to 
deliver integrated traffic management for 
large transportation assets. A centralized 
control department manages traffic along 
Hong Kong’s Route 8, for example, tapping 
real-time data from tools such as vehicle 
sensors and closed-circuit television to ad-
just traffic flow and lane signals in order to 
minimize congestion.

At the same time, maintenance and selec-
tive investments including the addition of 
capacity can extend the life of infrastruc-
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ture assets. All too often, however, spend-
ing on major new projects takes prece-
dence over such targeted investments. 

Cultivate a supportive,  
Predictable, and transparent 
environment 
It can be challenging to execute the steps 
outlined here. But it becomes virtually im-
possible to do so in the absence of a stable 
macroeconomic, political, regulatory, and 
business environment. Building the right 
environment includes establishing strong 
governance of and coordination among 
public-sector institutions, facilitating the 
development of strong private-sector play-
ers, and supporting the development of ro-
bust capital markets.  

In fact, investors frequently cite the stabili-
ty of the environment as the first issue they 
consider when screening potential oppor-
tunities. After all, infrastructure typically 
involves heavily regulated industries and 
requires large fixed assets that cannot be 
moved in the event of instability. In addi-
tion, the revenue generation of infrastruc-
ture assets is closely tied to local economic 
conditions. As a result, these assets are par-
ticularly affected by the political and in-
vestment environments.

Among the most critical elements is the en-
vironmental- and regulatory-approval pro-
cess for new projects. Certainly, a stringent 
approval process is required to safeguard 
public interests and mitigate any potential 
negative effects on the community from in-
frastructure projects. But when approval pro-
cesses become excessively cumbersome and 
inefficient, valuable projects may stall and 
the returns on those infrastructure invest-
ments that do proceed may be jeopardized. 

Approval times vary widely across jurisdic-
tions. Many approvals can be completed rel-
atively quickly, but for some major projects 
they have taken ten years or longer. Such 
delays come at a significant cost: a 2009 
study found that a one-year delay in the ap-
proval for an oil and gas project, for exam-
ple, can reduce the project’s net present val-
ue by up to 20 percent. Even in the UK, 

where average approval times are short by 
international standards, businesses have  
cited delays in planning approvals as the 
most significant barrier to increased infra-
structure investment, according to a 2013 
survey.  

It is critical to address the risk and uncer-
tainty surrounding approvals. One major 
difference between those countries that 
perform well in terms of both the length 
and the certainty of the approval process 
and those that perform poorly is that the 
former typically set specific time limits for 
major project approvals. Canada has done 
this and has halved the time taken for ma-
jor approvals.

Of course, simply setting a time limit won’t 
solve the problem. An efficient process 
should also involve a single, properly re-
sourced agency accountable for coordinat-
ing the overall approval process, a clear  
allocation of responsibilities, and the estab-
lishment of consistent requirements across 
the other agencies involved. 

The infrastructure gap presents sig-
nificant challenges to countries world-

wide, both developed nations and countries 
with rapidly growing economies. The solu-
tion is not simply to throw money at the 
problem but to improve the management 
of infrastructure across the full life cycle, 
from planning to development to opera-
tions. Those countries that understand this 
and act accordingly stand to reap signifi-
cant rewards, in terms of both economic 
gains and the quality of life of their citizens. 
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